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EXPERIMENT AL ECONOMICS, O.R. AND MARKET 
DESIGN FOR DEREGULATED NETWORK INDUSTRIES 

Ve:mon L Smith 

University of Arizona, 
TUCSON.USA 

The deregulation and privatization movement has motivated the expeńmental study of 
auction markcts designed for independent network industńes such as natural gas pipelines 
or electric power systems. Deccntrali7.ed agents submit bids to btiy commodity, and offers 
to scil transportation and commodity to a computeń7.ed dispatch center. Computer 
algońthms determine pńces and allocations that maximize the gains from exchange in the 
system relative to the submitted bids and offers. Economic pńnciplcs provide guidelines 
for ownership structure and auction design. Operations researcb providcs optimization 
methods based on bid/offer data from profit motivated competing agents. The problem is 
important because traditionally the scale and coordination economies in such industńes 
were thought to reąuire regulation or state ownership. Laboratory expeńments arc used to 
study feasibility, limitations, incentives and performance of proposed market designs. 
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THE PRINCIPAL-AGENT-CONTROLLER MODEL: 
PLANNING AND NON-COOPERA TIVE SOLUTIONS 

Manfred J. Holler 

U niversity of Hamburg, 
Hamburg, Germany 

This paper analyses anti-pollution policies in the three-person sequential garne which 
consists of a principal (planner), a controller (police), and an agent (polluter). The decision 
situation of the controller and the agent reduces to a 2-by-2 non-cooperative matrix game 
in which the principal can manipulate the payoffs of the controller. We show that the 
efficiency of the principal' s plan depends on whether the players of the 2-by-2 garne choose 
Nash equilibrium strategies or whether they prefer max.imin. Arguments are given which 
suggest that the players will prefer max.imin for a substantial class of payoff profiles. 
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FAIRNESS WITH EXTERNALITIES 

Somdcb Lahiń 

Indian Institute of Management, 
Ahmeda bad, lndia 

Considcr the problem of trading among a fixed number of agcnts. Each agent is assumcd 
to be cndowed with consumption goods and thcir prcfercnces over allocations of 
consumption goods displays cxtcrnalities but arc known. If, in a given allocation, agent i 
prcfcrs the bundle of agent j to his own, we will say i~- If there arc no envious agents 
at an allocation, we will say that the allocation is egyjtable. If an allocation is both equitable 
and efficient in myopic sense, we will say that the allocation is fai[. · 

In this paper WC cxaminc these dcfinitions, study the rclationships betwcen envy and 
efficiency and cstablish some quite gencral rcsults conceming fait: allocations. F"mally ~e 
extend the concept of equity where we allow comparisons to be made between coalitions 
of agents. 
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KNOWLEDGE AND BEST RESPONSES IN GAMES 

S.Ambroszlcicwicz 

Institute of CompUler Science, 
Polish Academy of Science, 

Warsaw.Poland 

P. Battigalli 

Universita Bocconi, 
Mi/ano, ltaly 

Let us start with the problems we arc going to deal with. What is player's knowlcdge? 
How does this knowledge influence dccision of the player? Undoubtedly, in games, the 
relevant knowledge includes knowledge about the game played. about the bevaviors of the 
players. lt setnms that so called mutual knowledge, i.e. knowlcdge about knowlcdge of the 
opponent, knowledge about knowledge about knowlcdge, ... and so on, may also be of 
importancc at least up to some stage of the iteration. The importance of the knowlcdge 
means that it influence the player' s decision. This influence however, is a big problem. In 
fact, player' s knowledge is rather empty notion unless it is shown how the player uses it, 
ie. unless behavior of the player is spedfied. To illustrate the problem let us present a story 
by Professor Jerzy Łoś. Two warships, say A and B, were ńghting cach other. Each of the 
captains of the ships (for short, captain A and captain B) had a spy on shore, and paid him 
$ 1000 for any information of any importance to the ńghŁ By coincidence, not so rare in 
reality, it happcned that the two spies were one and the same person. It also happcncd that 
the radar of ship A was out of order. The spy got to know so and immcdiately scnt to the 
captain A the following message: captain B knows that your radar is out of order. Soon 
afterwards he sent to captain B: captain A knows that you know that his radar is out of 
order. And so on. The problem is how much money could the spy get? 

Let us note that the problem is illposcd until the war game and behaviors of the captains 
are specified. 

In our opinion behavior plays herc crucial role, that is, in order to show how player uses 
his knowledge we have to know his behavior. Hence, we have to answer the following 
question first: what is behavior of a rational player? By rational player we mean a person 
who wants to maxirnize his utility. 

To sum up, we are looking for transformation, say cl>, such that given gameto be played, 
say G, knowledge of the player, say K, and player's behavior, say B, this transformation 
cl> conveys them into another game, say o•= cl>(G,K,B), which is the result of using the 
knowledge by the player. So that player's behavior is an important factor herc. Hence, we 
must know what is player's behavior in generał. · 
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DESIGNING VIABLE POLmCAL INSTITUTIONS: 
PERSPECTIVES FROM SOCIAL CHOJCE THEORY 

HaunuNumń 

University ofTIIThi, 
TIIThi,Finland 

The plethora of ncgative results obtaincd by social choice theorists teaches us to be 
cautious about claiming that optimal social choicc proccdurc cxists. On the othcr hand, a 
closcr inspection of thosc results revcals that the contcxt in which the proccdurcs are aimed 
to be uscd may render somc results less rclcvant The task of the applied choice theorists 
is thus to dcterminc under which conditions various methods of opinion aggregation may 
be uscd with minimum risk of anomalous outcomes.The paper makes some generał 
obscrvations about persistence of various types of theoretical resqlts to voting institutions 
and outlincs the requirements that an adequatc collective decision support system should · 
satisfy. 
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SOME CONCEPTS OF NON-MYOPIC EQUILIBRIA 
IN GAMES WITH FINITE STRA TEGY SETS AND THEm. 

PREFERENCES 

Tadeusz Selbirak 

Institute of Development and Strategie Studies, 
Warsaw, Poland 

The paper presents special class of equilibńa in finite strategy noncooperative games, 
which are extensions of the traditional Nash equilibrium solution. Underlying role in these 
equilibńa is played by the assumed extended models of players' rationality principles 
which adrnit their non-myopic behaviour. The crucial idea is that players possessing some 
information about their opponents and the game itself can forecast the consequences of 
their choices by analyzing the possible sequences of "move-countermove"and accordingly 
predict the stability of game outcomes. 

The class of discussed equilibria besides the classical Nash equilibrium includes all 
solutions considered in metagame and hypergame theories, and its determinants allow 
useful characterisation for new potential equilibria concepts in modelled real-life conflicts. 

For specific equilibńum concepts, their individual properties arc discussed and some 
analytical characteńzations are provided. 
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LINEAR WHOLESALE MARKETS 

A. S. Antipin 

Institut of Cyber. Probl., 
Moscow, Russia 

The mathcmatical modcls of wholcsale markcts having viuious corifiguration arc 
considcrcd. A wholcsalc market is an cconomic system in which scvcral participants 
interact bcing a consumcr and a produccr at the same time. Each participant as an element 
of the system pursues its own interests indepcdcntly of others. Each participant is described 
by a lincar programming problem. Besides local constraints imposed on the participants 
therc arc global limitations on the system as a wholc. 

Since cach participant is a consumer as well as producer, there are two scts of pńces 
reflecting the preferences of producers and consumers correspondingly. In the process of 
interactions consumer and producer have to come to an agreement about tbeir interests and 
to rcach the equilibńum pńces, which ensure maximum of profit for cach participant and 
total balance of production and consumption. 

Wholcsalc markcts arc considered with various configurations of participant 
interactions: convcyor, centralized, matrix; methods of equilibrium price computation arc 
suggested. 
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